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hello, i have a question, i am new to realflight but not new to aircraft. for my first flight i purchased an airplane from the faa’s cl rtr discount program. the airplane is a schweizer sgs 1-5 3seater. the model is a qmc 622-360. hi i have real flight 7 simulator installed on my laptop and was wondering how
to access the dongle so that i can use it on my desktop? i have used windows 7 and it seems to be installed properly. i have tried opening the emulator with the interlink, but i get a message saying "could not start the program. the default action failed because the program was unable to initialize the
necessary components. try installing the program again. the problem might be temporary. try restarting your computer.". i have tried reinstalling it several times and i get the same message. i have real flight 7 simulator installed on my laptop and was wondering how to access the dongle so that i can
use it on my desktop? i have used windows 7 and it seems to be installed properly. i have tried opening the emulator with the interlink, but i get a message saying "could not start the program. the default action failed because the program was unable to initialize the necessary components. try
installing the program again. the problem might be temporary. try restarting your computer.". i have tried reinstalling it several times and i get the same message. thanks, i will not be able to get to it for a while. for now i will try tofind an old interlink controller. i have a nunchuk to usb adapter thati
use with the rfg2 emulator for the nunchuk. maybe i can use that withthe rfg3 emulator.
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